JADE: A tool for medical researchers to explore adverse drug events using health claims data
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Summary
Objective: The objective of our project was to create a tool for physicians to explore health claims data with regard to adverse drug reactions. The Java Adverse Drug Event (JADE) tool should enable the analysis of prescribed drugs in connection with diagnoses from hospital stays.

Methods: We calculated the number of days drugs were taken by using the defined daily doses and estimated possible interactions between dispensed drugs using the Austria Codex, a database including drug-drug interactions. The JADE tool was implemented using Java, R and a PostgreSQL database.

Results: Beside an overview of the study cohort which includes selection of gender and age groups, selected statistical methods like association rule learning, logistic regression model and the number needed to harm have been implemented.

Conclusion: The JADE tool can support physicians during their planning of clinical trials by showing the occurrences of adverse drug events with population based information.
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Introduction

Older patients are particularly affected by polypharmacy. A survey taken in the United States [1] showed that about 20% of participants aged 65 years and older took at least five drugs per week. Polypharmacy increases the risk of drug-drug interactions and adverse drug events (ADEs) which can cause hospitalisation. A prospective study [2] linked 6.5% of hospital admissions to ADEs. 16.6% of these admissions were linked to drug-drug interactions listed in literature. 2.3% of the patients admitted to hospital due to an ADE died. Retrospective studies based on discharge diagnoses linked 1.83% of non-planned hospital admissions in the Netherlands with a median stay of 5 days [3] and 0.92% of inpatient admissions in Germany with a median stay of 3 days [4] to ADEs.

Following market authorisation, knowledge about ADEs is mostly gained through spontaneous reporting systems in the context of pharmacovigilance and clinical trials. Reporting systems are subjected to underreporting, a review of 37 articles [5] showed estimated underreporting rates of 6% to 100% with a median of 94%. In Austria, only 823 reports were filed in 2012 [6]. A survey among doctors [7] listed several reasons for not reporting adverse drug reactions. In order to identify rare ADEs, clinical trials would need a high number of cases, which is often not achievable.

In our view, exploring health claims data is a contribution to the generation of hypotheses about ADEs and can help physicians in their daily work, especially while planning clinical trials. The Main Association of the Austrian Social Insurance Institutions provides the research database GAP-DRG [8] which contains dispensed medications, hospital stays and related diagnoses as well as sociodemographic attributes.

In this work we describe JADE, a software tool that facilitates exploration of health claims data with regard to ADEs, which, in this project, are defined as any adverse event related to drugs. We used the experience of a previous project related to adverse drug events [9]. After selecting a set of patients, predefined statistical procedures can be executed to analyse their medication and hospital data.

Methods

The JADE tool uses health claims data from the GAP-DRG database. The GAP-DRG database contains health claims data of all public health insurance companies of the years 2006 and 2007, and therefore of all Austrians who received healthcare services in 2006 and 2007 (including inpatient and outpatient care like services of hospitals, general practitioners or prescriptions). Names, social security numbers and precise dates of birth are not contained in the GAP-DRG database. Since the temporal proximity of drug intake is important for the estimation of hospitalisations due to ADEs as well as for the interaction between drugs, we selected only patients insured by health insurance companies which provide the actual date on which a medication was dispensed. In order to ensure a sufficient data quality we only considered patients whose year of birth and gender are documented in the database. To exclude children and patients whose year of birth was probably listed incorrectly we excluded patients younger than 20 or older than 99 years, respectively those born after 1987 or before 1908. To be able to analyse the hospitalisations due to ADEs we used a preliminary lead (February 14th 2006 to June 30th 2006) and one year time period (July 1st 2006 to June 30th 2007). Only patients having at least one prescription in this time period were considered. The study cohorts, including gender, year of birth, dispensed prescriptions and information about hospital stays were combined in a separate database schema. For each hospital stay, exactly one main diagnosis and several additional diagnoses are documented as ICD-10 codes in the GAP-DRG database. Both main diagnoses and additional diagnoses were added to the hospital stays in the schema and are not distinguished in later analysis. To identify hospital diagnoses which are associated with ADEs (and to highlight them in the tool) we used the ICD-10 codes listed by Stausberg and Hasford [10] and adapted the codes to the Austrian coding conditions.

The Austria Codex [11], a register containing all drugs which are authorised in Austria, was used to identify potential drug-drug interactions between two prescriptions of a patient, which were taken at the same time according to our estimation. The Austrian pharmaceutical registration number (in German called "Pharmazentralnummer") was used as an identifier for drugs which
were mapped to Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical Classification System (ATC) codes for the later identification of a drug in the JADE tool.

Drugs were considered to be relevant for a hospitalisation if prescribed less than 2 months prior to the date of hospital admission and if the theoretical duration of intake overlapped with the date of hospitalisation. For each prescription we used the defined daily dose (DDD) and the packages to calculate the theoretical number of days the drug was taken. The DDD was assigned to the drug using the ATC-DDD classification [12].

The application of the JADE tool is to provide its users an overview of hospitalisations due to ADEs and drug-drug interactions of an entire year in Austria and help to answer questions like: “Does the prescription of a drug combination that is a risky combination according to the Austria Codex, depend on socio-demographic parameters like age, gender and days the patient spent in hospital?” The tool supports two basic evaluation steps: (i) Selection of a study cohort by specifying socio-demographic parameters and medical conditions. (ii) Execution of predefined statistical procedures using one or two ATC codes and a hospital diagnosis (ICD-10 Code) as input parameter. Three statistical procedures were implemented: Association rule learning, logistic regression analysis and calculation of the “number needed to harm”.

The JADE tool was developed using open source technologies. The database is hosted on a PostgreSQL server. The JADE tool itself is programmed with Java. The graphic user interface is realized using Swing and JGoodies libraries. JFreeChart is used to display interactive diagrams. To allow executing advanced statistical procedures, R is integrated and called from the Java application using the JRJ library. We used the R package RPostgreSQL to access the database directly from R to avoid the loading process of data in the Java application and then pass it to R.

Results

The GAP-DRG database contains data of about 8 million patients. Excluding patients insured by health insurance companies that do not provide the actual dispensing date of the prescription, this number was reduced to about 3 million patients. Only 1,279,197 of these patients had a dispensed prescription during the time we focused on. After applying the exclusion criteria, data of 1,032,596 patients remained for use. For this patient cohort, about 26.4 million dispensed prescriptions and 0.4 million hospital stays are documented and about 11.7 million interaction warnings were calculated.

The sequence diagram in ▶ Figure 1 describes the processes and the involved actors in the JADE tool. After logging in, a personalised study cohort can be selected and visualised using the JADE tool. Using this cohort, three statistical procedures can be selected and the calculations are propagated to R. R loads the needed data from the GAP-DRG database, calculates the results and sends back the data to the JADE tool where the results are presented to the user. The software architecture was designed for simple extensibility: each statistical procedure is implemented in a separate class which share database access, encapsulated access to R and a generic user interface, which allows showing different types of results including numerical values, tables, interactive diagrams and diagrams generated using R.

Selection of a study cohort

In the initial screen of the JADE tool the user can specify a study cohort by selecting gender and predefined age groups (20 to 29 years, 30 to 39 years and so on). To define interesting subgroups, patients’ prescriptions were used to create a study cohort of diabetes mellitus patients and patients that received painkilling drugs as a permanent medication for more than 6 months. 73,914 diabetes patients and 58,026 patients with permanent treatment with pain medication were identified. After confirming the selected parameters and the selection of a study cohort, the user can start its analysis. The number of patients in the user’s study cohort is given, as well as a histogram which depicts the distribution of age groups and gender. Currently the following three statistical procedures are implemented in the JADE tool.
Medication given prior to hospital stays

The first procedure aims to analyse the patients’ medication given prior to their hospitalisation with one specific hospital diagnosis as depicted in Figure 2. More specifically, after selecting an ICD-10 code, hospital stays related to that diagnosis are identified and the support of drugs and combinations of drugs given to patients prior to these stays is shown. The support indicates the fraction of hospital stays before which a specific drug or drug combination was prescribed to the patient. A hospital stay is related to a diagnosis when documented as its main diagnosis or one of its additional diagnoses. The support is also shown for hospital stays not related to the selected diagnosis to allow distinguishing between commonly prescribed drugs of the selected cohort and those correlated with the selected diagnosis.

If, for instance, published studies indicate a certain drug increases the risk of heart attacks, the JADE tool can list prescribed medication prior to hospital stays with the diagnosis heart attack.

To assist the user selection of an interesting diagnosis, all diagnoses that are related to hospitalisations due to adverse drug events and drug-drug interactions are highlighted in red in the searchable list.

Prediction of risky prescriptions using socio-demographic parameters

The second use case allows the user to select ATC codes or combination of ATC codes which cause an interaction according to the Austria Codex and then analyse the patient cohort who received the selected drug or combination of drugs. This involves use of a logistic regression model which explains if an ATC code was prescribed or not to a patient. Since socio-demographic parameters are used in the model, the entire study cohort of 1,032,596 patients needs to be analysed. The used input parameters are the patient’s age, gender and total duration of hospital stays (stratified into groups).

The result of the logistic regression analysis shows which parameters are significantly correlated to the prescription and how strong their influence is. The performance is illustrated as ROC curve (Receiver operating characteristic curve). Its Area under the curve is a rough indicator that states how well the model fits; a value above 0.7 signifies a good fit. An example of an ROC curve generated by JADE is depicted in Figure 3.

Number needed to harm

In general, the number needed to harm (NNH) indicates how many patients need to be exposed to a risk to harm one additional person. In this use case, the harm represents hospitalisation due to medication. The user selects a hospital diagnosis (ICD-10 code) and a drug or combination of drugs that causes an interaction (ATC codes). The calculated NNH is the number of patients that need to receive the selected drug or combination of drugs to cause one additional hospitalisation related to the selected diagnosis. In the calculation, a hospitalisation was considered to be related to the selected diagnosis when it was the main diagnosis or one of the additional diagnoses documented for that hospitalisation. A negative NNH indicates that there is no correlation between the selected drug or drug combination and the selected diagnosis.

Discussion

Health claims data are a valuable resource in addition to clinical trials. These data are collected routinely and thereby allow exploring a large number of individuals in studies at low cost. This increases the chance of detecting rare events. Health claims data have been used increasingly for epidemiologic research: Tricco et al. reviewed 325 studies based on two Canadian health claims databases [13], Hoffmann identified 70 studies based on German health claims data published from 1998 to 2007 with more than half of the studies being published from 2006 to 2007 [14].

However, limitations arise when health claims data are reused for clinical research. As to the JADE tool, the patients’ prescriptions are not fully covered: drugs administered or dispensed in hospitals and drugs which are not reimbursed by the insurance (e.g. over-the-counter drugs sold di-
The results achieved by the JADE tool cannot be applied directly to the whole of Austria because we exclusively selected patients whose health insurance companies report the actual dispensing date for a drug. Therefore, the selection of patients was not random. Furthermore, the prescribed dose and time period of the drug intake are not documented. In general, the quality of diagnoses documented for hospital stays needs to be questioned. For example, in a study conducted in Australia Sansom et al. suggest that only for a fraction of hospital stays related to adverse drug reactions a drug-related diagnosis has been documented [15]. However, in the Austrian payment system for some medical procedures validation checks are implemented which yield a warning if a procedure is being billed without documenting a consistent diagnosis.

Although users need to consider these characteristics and limitations, the JADE tool allows analysing these data without technical expertise and can therefore be used by medical research scientists or physicians. They can gain valuable information on prescriptions, drug interactions and adverse drug events which can be used for planning clinical trials and formulation of hypotheses. Additionally, it can be used to determine which groups of the population have received a particular drug which is useful when adverse reactions to this drug are reported.

The JADE tool was intended to be a prototype to show the potential of such tools and the opportunities of analysing health claims data with regard to adverse drug events and drug-drug interactions that cause hospitalisation. The three use-cases were developed in collaboration with physicians. Further procedures can be added with little effort. As a next step, the tool can be used and evaluated by physicians in different fields of research.
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Fig. 1  Sequence diagram describing the processes and the involved actors in the JADE tool.
Fig. 2  JADE user interface. Drugs given prior to hospital stays with the diagnosis of essential (primary) hypertension. Red bars indicate the fraction of hospital stays related to the selected diagnose before which the ATC code shown on the left was prescribed. Green bars indicate the fraction of hospital stays not related to the selected diagnose before which the ATC code shown on the left was prescribed.
Fig. 3  ROC curve of the linear regression model used in JADE to predict the prescription of "ACE inhibitors and calcium channel blockers" (ATC code C09BB) based on age, gender and total duration of hospital stays. The area under the curve is 0.718.
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